Linked Troop Wood Badge
SBR-24-1
January 15-19, 2024
Summit Bechtel Reserve
Glen Jean, WV

Living the Values, Growing, Connecting, Guiding, Empowering

Why attend Wood Badge?
❖ Acquire valuable tools such as listening, communicating, conflict management, project planning, and leading change.
❖ Learn to understand and appreciate diversity and differences in our society
❖ Learn skills to be a better Scout leader
❖ Deliver an improved program and a more meaningful experience for the youth Scouting serves.

Question?
Bill Steigerwald  
steigerwaldw@gmail.com  
Orange Troop Course Director

Kirsten Alworth  
kirsten.alworth@gmail.com  
Gray Troop Course Director

Register online at https://linkedtroopwoodbadge.org/